The problem of fair distribution of available bandwidth among traffic flows or aggregates remains an essential issue in computer networks. This paper introduces a novel approach, called the Exact Bandwidth Distribution Scheme (X-BDS), for dynamic and fair distribution of available bandwidth among individual flows. In this approach, the edge routers keep per-flow information, while the core routers maintain the aggregate flow requirements. The X-BDS approach employs a distributed message exchange protocol for providing network feedback and for distributing aggregate flow requirements among the nodes in the network. Based on the obtained feedback, the edge routers employ the X-BDS resource management unit to dynamically distribute available bandwidth among individual flows. The X-BDS admission control and resource management units are responsible for fair resource allocation that supports minimum bandwidth guarantees of individual flows. This paper evaluates the Bandwidth Distribution Scheme through simulation and shows that the X-BDS is capable of supporting per-flow bandwidth guarantees in a dynamically changing network environment.
INTRODUCTION
The problem of fair distribution of available bandwidth among traffic flows or aggregates remains an essential issue in computer networks. This issue gained even more importance as the bandwidthdemanding multimedia flows became one of the most commonly transferred types of traffic. To provide satisfactory quality of service to the end-user, multimedia traffic usually requires considerable amounts of bandwidth. However, bandwidth resources are very scarce and such requirements often cannot be met. Traditionally, when a new traffic flow wants to enter the network, the edge router either admits a new flow without any verification or performs an admission control check to ensure that the network is able to support resource requirements of the new flow. In a network with no unused bandwidth, admission of a new flow may lead to congestion. As a result, multiple flows might fail to acquire sufficient resources and thus will not provide satisfactory quality of service to the end-users. On the other hand, in the absence of available resources, denying access for a new flow may be too conservative if the flows that are already admitted into the network can adjust or degrade their resource consumption to accommodate a new flow. We argue that it is more profitable to have multiple flows transmitting data at the smallest possible rates that satisfy the end-user QoS requirements than to have a single flow allocated the same amount of bandwidth all to itself. Current networks can benefit from an intelligent mechanism that dynamically adjusts bandwidth distribution of already admitted flows in the network to accommodate a new flow. This paper examines such a mechanism called the Exact Bandwidth Distribution Scheme (X-BDS). (We call our scheme 'exact' because the X-BDS scheme relies on the exact and not estimated values of the flow requirements. An alternate and different Bandwidth Distribution Scheme that estimates the flow requirements was presented in Reference 1) The primary goals of the X-BDS approach are to provide minimum bandwidth guarantees to individual flows, to share available bandwidth fairly, and to dynamically adjust per-flow resource allocation when needed.
The X-BDS approach is designed to operate within a single network domain. In such an X-BDS domain, the edge nodes maintain per-flow information and fairly (re)distribute network resources (e.g., bandwidth) among individual flows according to the flow requirements and resource availability. In the X-BDS approach, the flow requirements consist of the minimum and maximum amounts of bandwidth requested by the flow. This information is negotiated ahead of time for each X-BDS flow. The information about resource availability consists of:
• the total bandwidth allocated for X-BDS traffic on the link; • the total arrival rate of the X-BDS traffic on the link; and • the aggregated resource requirements of the X-BDS traffic (e.g., the sums of the minimum and the maximum amounts of bandwidth).
The resource availability information is maintained and dynamically distributed by the core routers. The X-BDS relies on the idea of pushing per-flow information to the network edges while the network core maintains only minimal amount of information and keeps the packet processing simple. This idea is not new and has been examined before [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . However, the primary contribution of this paper is a novel approach to aggregating flow requirements and a new distributed network feedback protocol that allows the edge nodes to discover network changes and dynamically adjust bandwidth distribution to satisfy minimum bandwidth requirements of individual X-BDS flows.
Even though we present the X-BDS approach as a method for dynamic bandwidth distribution among individual flows, the same idea could be extended to traffic classes or aggregates (e.g., Differentiated Services [2] , traffic aggregates, Multi Protocol Label Switching [7] tunnels). However, the issue of applying the X-BDS idea to traffic aggregates is outside the scope of this paper and will not be discussed further.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces the X-BDS architecture along with related specifications and definitions. The protocol for distribution of the aggregate flow requirements is described in the third section. The fourth section presents definitions of fairness and the resource management mechanism. In the fifth section we introduce implementation details, while the sixth section presents performance evaluation of the X-BDS approach. Finally, the seventh section provides related work overview and discussion and the eighth section presents the conclusions. Figure 1 presents the X-BDS architecture, which consists of three components: a set of specifications and definitions, the Requested Bandwidth Range (RBR) Distribution and Feedback (RDF) protocol, and the resource management mechanism. The specifications and definitions consist of the network architecture, which defines the working environment of the X-BDS, and the flow requirements definition, which outlines the user expectations of traffic treatment. The RBR RDF protocol is the glue that holds the X-BDS approach together. The RDF protocol is a distributed explicit message exchange protocol that provides feedback about the changes of network characteristics. More specifically, the RDF protocol distributes aggregate flow requirements among the routers in the network and generates explicit congestion notifications when needed.
THE X-BDS ARCHITECTURE

Overview of the X-BDS Architecture
The X-BDS resource management mechanism relies on the network feedback provided by the RDF protocol to perform per-flow admission control and to fairly distribute available bandwidth among the flows. The X-BDS resource management mechanism consists of the admission control that determines if a new flow can be admitted into the network without violating existing guarantees, the definitions of fairness which specify what it means for the resource distribution to be fair, and per-flow resource allocation that dynamically distributes available bandwidth among the flows in a fair manner.
Network Architecture
The X-BDS approach uses a network architecture similar to that of the Differentiated Services model [2] , where the Internet is viewed as a network consisting of routers grouped into independent network domains as shown in Figure 2 . A cluster of interconnected routers that are governed by the same administrator is called a network domain. Each network domain contains two types of nodes: the edge or boundary routers and the core routers. Traffic enters a network domain through the edge nodes called ingress routers, travels through the core routers to reach the network boundary, and exits the domain through the edge nodes called egress routers. This paper examines the X-BDS approach within the confines of a single network domain.
In a network domain, the X-BDS core routers do not perform per-flow management. Instead each core router maintains information about the edge routers that send traffic through its links and distributes the aggregate flow information in the network. These additional X-BDS responsibilities of the core router require only a small amount of extra space for data maintenance (e.g., proportional to the number of edge routers that send traffic via this core router) and a limited amount of processing power for dealing with and forwarding control packets used for distribution of the aggregate flow requirements. In particular, the processing and storage requirements in the core routers are not proportional to the number of flows passing through the router.
On the other hand, the edge routers are responsible for maintaining per-flow information and regulating data traffic that enters the network. Each edge router controls the flow of data traffic by dynamically adjusting bandwidth allocation of individual flows, which requires per-flow information stored at that edge router and aggregate information provided by the core routers. This network architecture follows the Internet philosophy of keeping the network core simple and moving all heavy-duty data maintenance and processing into the network edges. Furthermore, this network architecture does not require the X-BDS approach to be set up everywhere in the Internet at once. Instead, each network domain can choose to support the Bandwidth Distribution Scheme at its own discretion, which facilitates incremental deployment.
The proposed X-BDS approach is designed for a single network domain and works only with the X-BDS flows; e.g., the flows that adhere to all X-BDS requirements and processing. This paper defines a Figure 2 . The X-BDS network architecture 'flow' to be a sequence of packets that travel from a given source host to a given destination host. This definition of a flow, while different from the more conventional definition as a sequence of packets between individual source-destination applications (e.g., TCP or UDP streams), was chosen to simplify the presentation of the X-BDS scheme. The X-BDS architecture, as presented here, can be easily extended to apply to the conventional definition of a flow.
If a network domain decides to support the X-BDS, then a certain amount of resources (e.g., bandwidth) are allocated for the X-BDS traffic. The information about the allocated amount of X-BDS resources is readily available everywhere in the network. These X-BDS resources are fairly distributed among the X-BDS flows only. To ensure that non-X-BDS flows do not consume the X-BDS resources, these traffic types must be isolated. Isolation of the X-BDS flows from the rest of the traffic in the network is fairly simple and could be implemented as follows:
1. the edges routers identify the X-BDS based on the Service Level Agreement (SLA) established between the end-user and the network administrator; 2. the edge routers mark the packets that belong to the X-BDS flows (e.g., sets the value in the ToS field in the IP header, similarly to DiffServ architecture [2] ); 3. the edge and core routers differentiate between X-BDS and non-X-BDS flows based on the packet marking and buffer these flows into separate queues; and 4. the edge and core routers apply a simple queuing mechanism such as Weighted Fair Queuing mechanism to the queues that contain X-BDS and non-X-BDS traffic.
The X-BDS Flow Requirements
This paper assumes that both the minimum and maximum transmission rates of the X-BDS flows are known ahead of time; e.g., are negotiated between the user or the application and the network administrator. To simplify the notation, we will use the term flow to mean an X-BDS flow (e.g., a flow that adheres to the X-BDS requirements and processing), the term link capacity or simply capacity to mean the X-BDS capacity (e.g., the link capacity explicitly allocated by the network administrator for the X-BDS traffic), and the term bandwidth to mean the X-BDS bandwidth (e.g., the bandwidth allocated for or consumed by the X-BDS traffic).
In the X-BDS approach, the flow requirements are defined in the form of a range called the Requested Bandwidth Range (RBR). The RBR of flow f, RBR The aggregate bottleneck RBR and the aggregate RBR on link k are defined as follows:
The core routers maintain the aggregate RBR for each of their outgoing links and distribute this information along with the X-BDS link capacity among the routers in the network.
The X-BDS approach considers a simple definition where the flow's request consists of only two values: the minimum and the maximum requested bandwidth. Other research [8] defined the flow request to
consist of a certain amount of bandwidth, utility function based on the received bandwidth, and priority. In X-BDS we made a simplified assumption that all flows have utility that corresponds to the linear utility function of reference 9: the flow's utility increases linearly as the amount of allocated bandwidth for the flow approaches the maximum requested rate. In addition, the X-BDS approach assumes that traffic is not explicitly prioritized. Instead, the importance or priority of a flow is determined by the requested bandwidth range. The flows with high importance or priority will request more bandwidth and/or will have a small difference between the maximum and the minimum requested rates; the small difference ensures little or no fluctuation of the flow's bandwidth allocation during resource redistribution. However, the X-BDS approach can easily be extended to include additional flow utility functions and explicit traffic priority. Such extension would require the X-BDS resource management mechanism to become similar to that of reference 9. However, this issue is outside the scope of this paper and will not be addressed further here.
THE RBR DISTRIBUTION AND FEEDBACK PROTOCOL
The RBR Distribution and Feedback (RDF) protocol is a distributed explicit message exchange protocol that governs information sharing between the routers in the X-BDS network. The RDF protocol operates as the 'glue' that holds the X-BDS architecture together by distributing information which enables the edge routers to perform admission control and fair per-flow bandwidth distribution. The communication between the X-BDS nodes in the network is implemented via an explicit exchange of control messages. Each control packet carries the necessary information and is marked as the X-BDS packet of the highest priority. The marking ensures that control packets are forwarded ahead of all the other X-BDS traffic and that they experience no loss and very limited queuing delay on the path to their destinations. The protocol consists of three distinct and independent phases or parts: the path probing phase, the update phase, and the notification phase. The path probing phase discovers characteristics of a particular path. The edge routers initiate the RBR update phase to notify the core routers about the changes to the aggregate information due to flow activation or termination. In the event of congestion the core routers initiate the notification phase, which distributes aggregate flow information among the corresponding edge nodes and subsequently triggers redistribution of available bandwidth among the flows that contribute to congestion.
The Path Probing Phase
The edge routers initiate the path probing phase to discover characteristics of the not-yet-discovered path. Throughout the duration of the path probing phase, the edge routers periodically send the probe messages to collect aggregate information maintained at each visited core router. The frequency of the path probing depends on the expected frequency of the network changes. We expected the path probing frequency to be in the order of seconds. The duration of the path probing phase is equal to the time the corresponding route remains active. A route is considered to be active if there is at least one flow that travels on this route to reach its destination. Thus, the edge routers initiate the path probing phase when a new flow that travels over the not-yet-discovered path activates. The edge routers terminate the path probing of a particular route when there is no more traffic traveling on that route.
Initially, the control packet generated during the path probing phase is empty (e.g., it contains only the IP and the lower layer headers). However, as the packet traverses the network, each router on its forward path, including the edge router that generated this packet, inserts information such as the IP address of the packet's outgoing link as well as the X-BDS capacity and the aggregate RBR on that link. Once the path probing control packet reaches its destination (e.g., the corresponding egress router) it is forwarded without any modification back to the edge router that generated it. The routers on the reverse path do not update the content of the path probing control packet.
The edge routers maintain the information collected during the path probing phase in the following tables: the Path table, which contains information about each active path and a list of flows that travel on that path; and the Link table, which contains information about the links that are part of the active paths. In addition, the edge routers maintain the SLA table, which contains per-flow information. Figure  3 shows a simplified view of the data structures maintained at the edge nodes. Such design facilitates the storage of the necessary information only and fast access to it. The Link table, the Path table, and the  SLA table are implemented as hash tables, with the hash key being the IP address of the outgoing link, the unique path ID, and the unique flow ID, respectively. This enables fast access to the required information in each of the tables. Furthermore, each link has only a single entry in the Link 
The Update Phase
The purpose of the update phase is to notify the core routers about the aggregate information changes. Generally, the edge routers initiate the update phase when a new flow is being admitted into the network. The edge routers terminate the update phase after corresponding flows deactivate. During the update phase the edge routers send two control packets: one upon activation and the other upon termination. These packets are called the CNG messages and they carry the change of flow(s) requirements on the corresponding path. An optimization of the update phase allows a single CNG message to carry the requirements change for multiple flows that travel on the same path. This optimization is described under 'BDS Implementation', below.
Upon CNG message arrival, the core routers accumulate flow(s) requirements within the aggregate information of a particular link. To store the aggregate information supplied by the CNG messages, the core routers maintain the Core Links table as shown in Figure 4 . The CNG message terminates its progress upon arrival to its destination; e.g., the corresponding egress node.
The Notification Phase
In the event of congestion the core routers initiate the notification phase. The primary purpose of the notification phase is to eliminate network congestion by signaling the edge routers to throttle the When the core router discovers congestion on one of its links it consults the Core Links table to identify the edge routers to be notified about congestion. The core router sends a control packet called the CN message to each of the identified edge routers. The CN message carries the identity and aggregate information for the congested link. Alternatively, the CN message could be aggregated on the common part of the path to the edge routers [10, 11] . Summary of the RDF protocol is presented in Table 1 .
THE X-BDS RESOURCE MANAGEMENT MECHANISM
The X-BDS resource management mechanism relies on the information provided by the RDF protocol to fairly (re)allocate available bandwidth among individual X-BDS flows. At any point in time, the edge routers have the following information available: the RBR of individual flows (e.g., available in SLA and negotiated ahead of time), the aggregate RBR and the X-BDS link capacity (e.g. available in the Link and Path tables and provided by the RDF protocol). This information is sufficient to compute the fair resource allocation among individual X-BDS flows.
Definitions of Fairness
The X-BDS approach provides fair resource allocation and in this section we define what it means for the resource allocation to be fair. The section on 'The X-BDS Flow Requirements', above, defines the aggregate bottleneck RBR as the sum of the RBRs of the bottleneck flows on link k, and the aggregate RBR as the sum of the RBRs of all the flows that travel through link k. The total allocated rate of the non-bottleneck flows is called the non-bottleneck rate and is denoted as R k NB . The amount of bandwidth left for distribution among the bottleneck flows is the difference between the capacity of link k (e.g., the X-BDS capacity), C k and the non-bottleneck rate, R k NB . This value is called the bottleneck capacity, C k B .
Generally, the goal of fairness is to provide an amount of resources to a customer that is proportional to the price paid by the customer [9] . In the X-BDS approach, if customers are charged based on their desired RBRs, then the fairness goal is realized by allocating each bottleneck flow f on link k an amount of excess , which is a function of the flow's RBR and thus the price. The excess bandwidth is the resources left after each bottleneck flow is allocated its minimum rate. The fair share of flow f through bottleneck link k is then (6) It is interesting to note that, although we crafted the fairness definition (6) independently to suit the specific requirements of X-BDS, it is equivalent to the definition of general weighted fair allocation in ATM networks [12] . Based on the fairness definition (6), we introduce the following fairness criteria for bandwidth distribution. The simple and most intuitive way is to distribute bandwidth proportionally to the flow's minimum requested rate (MRR) [9, 12] . We call this the proportional fairness criterion. This fairness criterion is achieved by assigning
This definition of proportional MRR fairness criterion (7) makes it identical to the general weighted fairness proportional to Minimum Cell Rate criterion [12] , where each flow is allocated its minimum requested rate b f plus a share of the leftover bandwidth proportional to b f . In the second fairness criterion, the leftover bandwidth is distributed proportionally to the difference between the flow's maximum and minimum requested rates; i.e., the amount of bandwidth a flow needs to be completely utilized. We assume that a flow is completely utilized when it sends traffic at its maximum requested rate, B f . This fairness criterion is called maximizing utility fairness and is achieved by assigning w
The allocated rate of a flow is limited by its RBR and thus may be equal to its maximum requested rate but smaller than its fair share on the bottleneck link.
Admission Control
The X-BDS network guarantees that each flow would receive at least its minimum requested rate, b f , while the leftover resources in the network are fairly distributed among participating flows based on the corresponding definition of fairness defined by (7) and (8) . To achieve these guarantees, the network allocates to each flow an amount of bandwidth not smaller than the flow's minimum requested rate, and denies network access to those flows whose minimum rate guarantees cannot be met.
The purpose of admission control is to determine whether a new flow can be admitted into the network at its minimum rate without violating existing QoS guarantees of other flows. The problem of admission control has been extensively examined in the literature [13] [14] [15] . Traditionally, there are two types of admission control: parameter-based and measurement-based. In parameter-based admission control, the decision to admit a new flow is derived from the parameters of the flow specification. Usually, this type of admission control relies on worst-case bounds and results in low network utilization, although it does guarantee supported quality of service. Measurement-based admission control relies on measurements of the existing traffic characteristics to make the control decision. Measurement-based admission control supports higher network utilization but it may occasionally cause the quality of service levels to drop below user expectations because of its inability to accurately predict future traffic behavior.
In the X-BDS approach, to determine whether a new flow can be admitted into the network, the edge node examines the current resource allocation on the flow's path. Since the network guarantees that each flow will receive at least its minimum requested rate, the edge router verifies that the sum of the minimum
requested rates of all the flows that follow a particular path, including a new flow, is smaller than the capacity of the bottleneck link on that path. Formally, we define the X-BDS admission control as follows. Consider a network that consists of a set of L unidirectional links, where link k ∈ L has capacity C k allocated for the X-BDS traffic. This network is shared by the set of X-BDS flows, F, where flow f ∈ F has the RBR of [b 
Thus, new flow f is admitted into the network only if the sum of the minimum requested rates of the active X-BDS flows, including the new flow, is not larger than the X-BDS capacity of each link on f's path to its destination. Equation (9) is often called the admission control test. The X-BDS approach employs a variation of the measurement-based admission control. However, unlike traditional measurement-based approaches, the X-BDS admission control does not violate bandwidth requirements of individual flows because the RDF protocol supplies accurate values of link capacities and the aggregate RBRs on the path.
The X-BDS Resource Allocation Mechanism
To distribute bandwidth according to fairness criteria (7) and (8), the resource management mechanism requires the knowledge of such link characteristics as the aggregate bottleneck RBR and the bottleneck capacity. However, these characteristics are not readily available in the network. Instead the core routers keep track of the capacity, arrival rate, and aggregate RBR for each of their outgoing links. As a result, the edge nodes use the aggregate RBR and link capacity, and not the aggregate bottleneck RBR and the bottleneck capacity, to compute the fair shares of individual flows. To achieve fair resource distribution (6), the X-BDS resource management mechanism consists of two parts: the primary and leftover bandwidth distribution. When a new flow activates or a congestion notification arrives, the edge node employs the primary bandwidth distribution and computes the fair share of flow f on its bottleneck link k using either the proportional or the maximizing utility fairness criterion as shown below.
(10) (11) However, the flows that do not have link k as their bottleneck do not adjust their allocated rates. In the section 'Network Architecture', above, we defined link k as a bottleneck link for flow f traveling on path P if k limits transmission rate of f on P, which in context of the X-BDS approach and equations (10) and (11) means that the fair share of flow f on link k is the smallest on path P. As shown in Figure 3 , the edge routers maintain complete path information for each flow, which is sufficient to identify the bottleneck link [11] .
Clearly, if the edge routers employ only the primary bandwidth distribution as defined by equations (10) and (11), then link k may often become underutilized because the non-bottleneck flows will not adjust their allocated rates and will traverse link k at rates below their fair shares on link k. A 'water-filling' technique of the max-min fairness [16] [17] [18] provides an adequate solution to this problem. The idea of 'waterfilling' is to gradually increase allocated rates of individual flows until the leftover bandwidth on the underutilized link k is completely consumed. The X-BDS approach periodically probes the path to discover excess bandwidth, which enables the edge routers to implement a variation of the 'water-filling' technique.
The periodic path probing delivers information about availability of resources on the path and enables distribution of leftover bandwidth. If the periodic path probe discovers excess bandwidth EB k on the path (e.g., on link k), then using proportional and maximizing utility definitions of fairness, the flows that travel on that path may increase their fair shares as follows: (12) (13) where old FS k f is the fair share of flow f on link k prior to discovery of excess bandwidth EB k . Thus, in the presence of leftover bandwidth, the edge routers increase allocated rates of individual flows until available bandwidth on the path is consumed completely. It has been shown [11] that combination of the primary and leftover bandwidth distribution as defined by equations (10)- (13) approximates fair resource distribution as defined by equations (7) and (8).
BDS IMPLEMENTATION
BDS Implementation at the Edge and Core Routers
To implement the X-BDS approach the flow requirements stored at the edge routers should include the flow RBR values. During the update phase the CNG messages carry and distribute the flow(s) RBR values among the core routers. It should be noted that upon flow termination the flow(s) RBR values carried in the CNG message are negative.
Upon CNG message arrival the core routers update the Core Links table and corresponding aggregate flow requirements. Specifically, the core routers add the RBR values provided by the CNG message to the aggregate RBR (e.g., the aggregate flow requirements) of the corresponding link. In addition, the core routers maintain a 'soft state' for each edge node that sends traffic on the corresponding link. Thus, the arriving CNG message also refreshes the 'soft state' timer associated with the edge router that generated this message. The edge node information is removed from the Core Links table after a 'soft-state' timer expires. Since the aggregate RBR consists of only two values of type double, the 'soft state' of the edge routers is the per-edge node information maintained in each core router.
Optimizations of the RDF Protocol
During the path probing and notification phases, the aggregate RBR values of the core routers are distributed among the corresponding edge routers. That is why we call the RDF protocol the RBR Distribution and Feedback protocol: the edge nodes distribute the flow(s) RBR among the core routers during the update phase, while during the path probing and notification phases the core routers provide feedback to the edge routers by distributing the aggregate RBR values.
The RDF protocol provides a distributed solution to the problem of maintaining and sharing aggregate flow information among the routers in the network. More specifically, there is no central coordination node responsible for aggregating and distributing flow information. Each core router aggregates information only of those flows that travel through its links; as a result, each core router maintains and shares information about different flow aggregates. Furthermore, each edge router initiates its corresponding phase of RDF protocol independently of other routers in the network based on its specific internal events.
Although all the RDF protocol phases execute independently of each other, it is the case that execution of one phase triggers another. For example, the edge routers always probe the network before the update phase if characteristics of the path are unknown. Likewise, if flow activation causes congestion,
then the notification phase is preceded by the update phase. Based on this observation, we implemented the following optimization of the RDF protocol. Upon activation of the new flow and before the update phase, the edge router retrieves information about the new flow's path to the destination, which includes capacity and the aggregate RBR of each link on the corresponding path. This information allows the edge router to determine whether admission of a new flow into the network will cause congestion. In the case of upcoming congestion, the edge routers notify corresponding core routers via CNG message of the update phase but delay admission of the new flow into the network. Subsequently, the core routers initiate notification phase and force the edge routers to throttle their flows before the new flow is admitted into the network. As a result, the new flow enters the network at about the same time when existing flows that share the bottleneck links with the new flow adjust their transmission rates. In effect, such optimization eliminates congestion occurrence upon flow activation [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The X-BDS approach is ideal for long heavyweight flows such as voice and video traffic or large data transfers. In the presence of a large number of short bursty flows, the update phase of the RDF protocol may generate a lot of control traffic because it initiates upon each flow activation or termination. To solve this problem, the edge nodes may combine requests of multiple short flows into a single update phase. Thus, a single CNG message may carry combined information (e.g., aggregate RBR) about multiple activations and terminations of the flows that travel on the same path. This optimization, called the message aggregation technique [20] , requires the edge routers to provide another level of aggregation for the short and bursty traffic. However, it has no effect on the processing in the network core and operation of the RDF protocol. In the presence of short-lived and bursty traffic the message aggregation technique reduces the control load and processing overhead during the update phase [20] .
EVALUATION OF THE X-BDS APPROACH
Simulation Set-Up
We study the performance of the X-BDS approach using the OPNET Network Simulator [21] . Figure 5 and Table 2 present the network topology and flow configuration used in our study. To simplify the notation, the flow that originates from source i is denoted as flow Fi. For example, the flow that originates from Source 1 is denoted as F1 and the flow of Source 2 as F2. Additionally, links Core 2 to Core 5 and Core 5 to Core 3 are denoted as links C2-C5 and C5-C3, respectively. Each flow in this scenario is carrying multimedia traffic (e.g., video conferencing application) and is configured as shown in Table 2 Figure 5 . Simulation topology link in the network is provisioned with 1600 kbps of bandwidth (e.g., link capacity is 2000 kbps; 80% of capacity is allocated for the X-BDS traffic). Duration of the simulation is 400 s. The network topology used in our study is fairly simple, yet we believe it is sufficiently complex for evaluation of the Bandwidth Distribution Scheme's effectiveness. In this scenario there are four multimedia traffic flows: flows F1 and F2 travel on the main path from edge router 1 to edge router 4, while flows F3 and F4 create cross-traffic by each traversing a single yet different link on the path of flows F1 and F2. The schedule of flow activation and termination forces the bottleneck link of flows F1 and F2 to change from link C5-C3 to link C2-C5 and then back to C5-C3 throughout the simulation, which tests the ability of the X-BDS approach to deal with dynamic changes in the network.
The scenario of Figure 5 is divided into six independent time periods based on the flow activation and termination times. Based on this partitioning Table 3 shows the optimal bandwidth distribution using the proportional and maximizing utility definitions of fairness. Figure 6 illustrates bandwidth distribution among the flows using the maximizing utility definition of fairness. Per-flow resource distribution of Figure 6 was obtained through simulation and it very close to the optimal distribution of Table 3 .
To better understand the nature of the X-BDS scheme, let us carefully examine what happens during the time periods [210, 260] Table 3 . Optimal per-flow resource allocation for simulation scenario of Figure 5 notification phase and notifies Edge 1, Edge 2, and Edge 3 to throttle their flows. However, only Edge 3 adjusts transmission rate of its flow, because link C5-C3 is a bottleneck only for flow F4. After the rate reduction, Edge 3 conducts the path probing, discovers that link C5-C3 is underutilized, and gradually increases transmission rate of F4 until all excess bandwidth is consumed. At time 260 s, flow F3 terminates and link C5-C3 becomes a new bottleneck for flows F1, F2, and F4. Based on the path probing results, Edge 1 discovers that flows F1 and F2 send data at rates below their fair shares. Edge 1 increases allocated rates of F1 and F2, causing congestion on link C5-C3. Subsequently, F4 receives CN from C5 and reduces its sending rate.
Evaluation of the Resource Management Mechanism
To evaluate the effectiveness of the resource management mechanism in achieving a fair distribution of the bandwidth, we define a metric called degree of fairness. The degree of fairness at time t for flow f is a measure of the ratio between the allocated rate R f (t) and the optimal allocated rate R f OPT (t): (14) The degree of fairness is a statistic whose value lies between 0 and 1 and which shows how fairly the resources were distributed at a particular point in time. High degree of fairness values (e.g., 0.95-1.00) correspond to a situation when resources are distributed fairly and the allocated rates of the flows are close to the corresponding optimal rates. Small degree of fairness values correspond to a situation when resources are not distributed fairly and the allocated rates of the flows diverge from the corresponding optimal rates. We often average the degrees of fairness of all the active flows during a particular time period and refer to the obtained value as the average degree of fairness.
We compared the average degree of fairness achieved during the simulation for different probe period values. We varied the probe period between 1.0 and 2.0 s and averaged the degree of fairness values over 2 s intervals. Figure 7 were collected using the maximizing definition of fairness. The proportional definition of fairness yields a similar outcome. Figure 6 . Example of resource distribution using the X-BDS approach As Figure 7 shows, throughout the duration of the experiment the X-BDS scheme achieves fair resource distribution: the values of the average degree of fairness vary between 0.95 and 1.00. Only in the events of flow activation or termination does the degree of fairness briefly drop below 0.95. More specifically, upon flow activation or termination, the average degree of fairness reaches lower values when the probe period value is large. For example, when flow F3 terminates at time 260 s the degree of fairness falls to 0.83 with the probe period of 2.0 s. However, when the probe period is 1.0 s the degree of fairness drops only to 0.91.
This happens because small values of the probe period cause the edge routers to probe the network more frequently and thus increase probability of discovering the path changes quickly. Meanwhile, the larger probe period values cause the edge routers not to discover the path changes for a longer period of time and thus cause the degree of fairness average to reach lower values. However, large values of the probe period cause the network feedback to provide a more accurate estimate of the excess bandwidth available on the path and thus results in less fluctuation of the flow rates. Our study suggests that the value of probe period between 1.2 and 1.4 s causes the resource distribution mechanism to perform reasonably well.
Link Utilization
To compare the link utilization achieved by the maximizing utility and proportional fairness criteria, the simulation scenario of Figure 5 Figure 8 illustrates the achieved utilization on links C2-C5 and C5-C3 using both fairness criteria. As Figure 8 shows, both fairness criteria are able to achieve close to 100% link utilization. However, upon activation of flow F1 at time 110 s and termination of flow F2 at time 260 s, proportional fairness is unable to distribute all available bandwidth among active flows at once and relies on periodic path probing to distribute leftover bandwidth. It can easily be shown that proportional fairness fails to utilize all available bandwidth when the fair share of the flow is larger than its maximum requested rate [10, 11] : (15) For example, at time 260 s the bandwidth of bottleneck link C5-C3 is distributed among flows F1, F2, and F4. Since the fair share of flow F4 is 1600 * 400/(400 + 200 + 400) = 640 kbps, while its maximum requested rate is 450 kbps, 190 kbps of the bandwidth dedicated for F4 are left unused. Thus, using the proportional fairness criterion, the edge nodes often rely on periodic path probing to discover and utilize available bandwidth. On the other hand, the maximizing utility fairness does not suffer from this deficiency because by definition the fair share of the flow can be larger than the maximum requested rate only if maximum requested rate of all flows on the link is smaller than the link's capacity.
(16) Figure 9 zooms in on the time period [258, 268] s to better illustrate this phenomenon. As Figure 9 shows, the maximizing utility fairness allows the edge routers to allocate all of the available bandwidth by time 262 s. On the other hand, the resource distribution using proportional fairness allocates only 90% of avail- In summary, the simulation results showed that the proportional fairness criterion in certain cases fails to distribute available bandwidth completely. However, in such instances the overall performance of the X-BDS does not suffer much because the periodic path probing notifies the edge nodes about excess bandwidth available. As a result, the edge routers fairly distribute remaining resources within a short period of time.
Control Load Overhead
To examine the overhead caused by the X-BDS approach we added 12 additional FTP sources that activate and terminate randomly throughout the simulation. Each FTP source is configured to generate upload requests of random size between 30 and 1500 kbytes. Even though each FTP source has only a single application active at any point of time, the applications are randomly restarted throughout the duration of the simulation. On average the number of active FTP applications varies between 4 and 10.
To reduce the total number of X-BDS control messages generated in this scenario, we apply the X-BDS message aggregation optimization [20] . We run the simulation for 400 s. We define the control load overhead caused by the RDF protocol as the ratio between the amount of the control data and the total amount of data generated in the system. The overhead of the protocol was computed in terms of the number of packets and the number of bits generated in the system. Figure 10 illustrates how the overhead of the RDF protocol varies with the change of the path probing period.
As expected, the overall overhead of the X-BDS diminishes as the probe period decreases. For example, control traffic incurs only 0.03% of the bits overhead, when the edge routers probe the network every 2.0 s. In the worst case studied, when the edge routers generate probe messages every 1.0, the RDF protocol incurs only 0.06% of the bits overhead. However, the overhead in terms of packets is an order of magnitude larger than the overhead in terms of bits. The X-BDS packet overhead ranges from 1.7% to 3.5%. Such behavior is expected, since the size of a control packet is significantly smaller than the average size of a data packet.
DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK
Most of the current architectures that support QoS in the Internet have emerged from various proposals by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). In 1994, the IETF introduced Integrated Services [22] architecture, followed by the Differentiated Services [2] model in 1998. Although both of these approaches address the same problem of supporting quality of service in the Internet, they are different in terms of implementation and provided services. Integrated Services provides end-to-end guarantees on a per-flow basis, while DiffServ attempts to provide end-to-end guarantees based on per-hop assurances for a small Figure 10 . Control load overhead: (a) overhead in bits; (b) overhead in packets set of predefined traffic classes. At the implementation level, Integrated Services requires per-flow management in the network core, while the Differentiated Services model employs a network architecture that pushes per-flow management to the network edges. This paper describes a novel approach called the Exact Bandwidth Distribution Scheme (X-BDS) for providing minimum per-flow bandwidth guarantees and for dynamic distribution of available bandwidth in a fair manner. Similarly to the Differentiated Services Architecture, the edge nodes in the X-BDS network manage per-flow information, while the core routers deal only with the traffic aggregates. The X-BDS scheme aggregates flow requirements in the network core and distributes these aggregated requirements in the network, so that they may be used for fair sharing of available bandwidth among individual flows. The X-BDS employs a combination of periodic probing and explicit network feedback for distributing the aggregate flow requirements in the network.
The idea of using explicit network feedback for dynamic rate and congestion control is not new. In particular, the Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) extension to IP [23] uses binary feedback to notify ECN-capable transports about congestion occurrences. Unlike the ECN extension, the network feedback in the X-BDS model not only notifies the edge routers about congestion but also carries additional information such as the arrival rate and aggregate RBR on the congested link. A similar idea is used in ATM networks for Available Bit Rate (ABR) congestion control [24] where the feedback carried by the resource management cells also includes rate information. However, the ABR congestion control relies on per-flow information stored in the network core and tries to achieve utilization goals first and only then seeks fairness. In contrast, the X-BDS model does not store per-flow information in the network core. Instead, the core routers maintain a soft state for the edge routers that send traffic though the outgoing links of the core router and an aggregate RBB for those links. Furthermore, the X-BDS approach tries to achieve utilization and fairness goals simultaneously: the edge nodes compute the fair shares of individual nodes so as to consume all bandwidth allocated for X-BDS traffic, and in the presence of excess bandwidth individual flows increase their transmission rates so as to preserve fairness. The Explicit Control Protocol (XCP) [25] generalized the ECN proposal by sending additional information about congestion. XCP also does not require per-flow information in the network core. However, unlike X-BDS, XCP is not a ratebased but a window-based protocol that separates utility control from the fairness control.
The X-BDS approach is designed primarily for support of per-flow bandwidth guarantees. A similar feedback-based idea of providing dynamic per-flow bandwidth allocation for elastic traffic sources called simple rate control algorithm was introduced in reference 26. A traffic source is called elastic if it does not require a fixed rate and can adjust its transmission rate as needed. Unlike X-BDS, the boundary nodes in the simple rate control algorithm employ knowledge of the level of network congestion and the user utility functions to determine a fair resource distribution among elastic sources. End-users obtain the level of congestion through the explicit acknowledgements (ACK) that carry the number of congested links on a particular path.
The Stateless-Core approach [6] provides an interesting solution for supporting per-flow QoS without keeping per-flow information in the network core. The main idea of this scheme relies on the Dynamic Packet State (DPS), where control information is carried in the IP header of the data packets [27] . The routers use the DPS information to provide per-flow guarantees without maintaining per-flow state in the network core. The main differences between the X-BDS and Stateless-Core models are information storage in the network core, distribution of flow requirements, and resource allocation for individual flows. The Stateless-Core approach does not keep any additional information in the network core, while X-BDS requires each core router to maintain a 'soft-state' for the edge routers that sends traffic though its links. However, the DPS mechanism used by the Stateless-Core approach to carry flow requirements in the packet's header requires additional processing of each data packet in the network core. On the contrary, X-BDS employs a lightweight distributed message exchange protocol that carries control information separately from data and thus does not require additional per-packet processing. The RDF protocol used by X-BDS shares aggregate flow requirements among the nodes in the network which requires negligible amount of processing in the network core and, as shown in Control load overhead (Section 6.4), introduces a small amount of traffic due to exchange of control information.
In the Stateless-Core approach, the core routers provide per-flow rate allocation via a FIFO queue with probabilistic drop, where the probability of dropping a packet is a function of the estimated rate carried in the packet's header and the fair share at that router which is estimated based on measurements of the aggregate traffic [6] . In this scheme, if a flow transmits at a rate higher than its fair share rate, then nonconforming packets of the flow will be dropped in the network core. By traveling through the network, instead of being dropped right away at the boundaries, these non-conforming packets will waste valuable network resources such as buffer space, bandwidth, etc. The X-BDS model adjusts transmission rates of the flows before they enter the network, which avoids this problem. However, adjustment of per-flow rates in the core has the advantage of not being subject to the propagation delay of the notification messages required in the X-BDS model. Another disadvantage of the Stateless-Core model is its inability to distribute excess bandwidth due to use of the upper bound of the aggregate reservation for admission control, which could possibly lead to network underutilization [6] . On the contrary, the X-BDS approach fairly distributes excess bandwidth and maximizes network throughput.
Similarly to the simple rate control algorithm [26] , the X-BDS approach can be used to support bandwidth guarantees and is most suitable for elastic sources that can tolerate and benefit from frequent changes of the allocated rates. FTP and video flows are examples of such elastic traffic. The main advantage of the X-BDS approach is its ability to fairly distribute available resources among individual flows, while supporting minimum bandwidth guarantees of each flow and maintaining high link utilization. In addition, the RDF protocol of the X-BDS approach is fairly simple and does not incur significant load overhead.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduced a novel idea, called the Exact Bandwidth Distribution Scheme, for support of perflow bandwidth guarantees. In the X-BDS approach, each flow that enters the network is guaranteed its minimum requested rate regardless of the network conditions. The leftover bandwidth is fairly distributed among the flows that can utilize it. The flows whose requests cannot be satisfied without violating guarantees of other active flows are not allowed to enter the network. Furthermore, in the X-BDS approach the active flows often degrade their resource consumption to accommodate the arrival of a new flow.
The X-BDS approach relies on a network architecture where the edge routers maintain per-flow requirements while the network core deals with the traffic aggregates only, which follows the Internet philosophy of keeping the network core simple and moving all processing complexity to the network edges. The Requested Bandwidth Range Distribution and Feedback protocol distributes aggregate flow requirements among the nodes in the network. The aggregate flow requirements provided by the RDF protocol support the admission control and resource management units of the edge routers. Admission control determines whether a new flow can be admitted into the network, while the resource management unit computes the bandwidth fair shares for individual flows.
Evaluation of the X-BDS approach shows that the X-BDS is capable of supporting fair per-flow distribution of available bandwidth, which could be used for building services with per-flow bandwidth guarantees. Furthermore, the X-BDS supports high link utilization, allows the new flows to enter the network without causing congestion, eliminates congestion fast, and causes negligible overhead in the network. Even though the X-BDS is primarily suited for large elastic flows, in reference 20 we examined an optimization that allows the X-BDS to perform well in the presence of large number of small flows. Currently, we are investigating a number of additional mechanisms for improving the X-BDS approach. We also are examining the possibility of extending the X-BDS approach to a multi-domain environment, applying the X-BDS idea to traffic aggregates in DiffServ [2] and MPLS [7] networks, defining requests with different traffic priority and utility functions, examining stability issues of the X-BDS approach, and the possibility of introducing the X-BDS approach into a mobile environment.
